Text S2. Measurements of RRP size with high frequency stimulation.
In this section we consider and experimentally verify a quantitative model which allows
estimating the relative RRP size in individual syanptic boutons using SRC1 de-staining
kinetics during high frequency AP stimulation.
The size of the RRP of vesicles in CNS synapses can be estimated either by brief
application of hypertonic solutions (e.g. sucrose) or by high frequency AP stimulation
[1,2]. Although both methods deplete the same pool of vesicles, the estimates of the RRP
size can vary depending on the protocol used [3–6]. An important source of discrepancy
is active vesicle replenishment during RRP depletion, which can, to a first approximation,
be dealt with by assuming that refilling of the RRP follows first-order kinetics [2,7–10].
Here we further explored the model of RRP dynamics originally described in Ref. [9] and
verified in Ref. [3]. The model assumes a RRP of a fixed size containing individual release
sites that fill independently with first order kinetics. Then, the probability poc that any of
these release sites is occupied by a vesicle during the train of APs follows the equation:

dpoc (t )
= α ⋅ (1 − poc (t )) − β ⋅ poc (t )
dt
where

(2.1)

α (s-1) is the rate of RRP refilling and β (s-1) is the average rate of vesicular

release during AP train ( β includes both synchronous and asynchronous AP-evoked
release).
Because newly endocytosed vesicles do not significantly contribute to vesicular release
during short bursts of high frequency stimulation [11,12] the SRC1 de-staining kinetics
should follow the equation:

dFFM (t )
=− RRP ⋅ f v ⋅ β ⋅ poc (t )
dt
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where f v is the specific fluorescence of a single SRC1 labeled vesicle. By taking into
account that the specific fluorescence of FM dye labeled vesicles (corresponding to
completely labeled TRP) is ∆FFMtotal =
TRP ⋅ f v we obtain:

dFFM (t )
RRP
= −∆FFMtotal ⋅
⋅ β ⋅ poc (t )
dt
TRP

(2.2)

Without making any further assumptions, by simultaneously integrating (2.1) and (2.2)
and by taking into account that poc (0) = 1 and FFM (0) = ∆FFMtotal we obtain that
cumulative SRC1 fluorescence loss during a short high frequency train of APs

∆FM (t ) ≡ ∆FFMtotal − FFM (t ) should follow the equation:
=
∆FM (t ) [ RRP / TRP ] ⋅ ∆FFMtotal ⋅ ϕ (α , β , t )

(2.3)

where

ϕ (α , β=
, t)

αβ
β2
t+
(1 − exp(−(α + β )t ))
α + β (α + β ) 2

(2.4)

Thus the model predicts that SRC1 fluorescence loss triggered by a burst of high
frequency stimulation should be proportional to the true RRP / TRP ratio in each
recorded bouton. To determine the coefficient of proportionality
the average values for parameters

α

and

ϕ (α , β , t ) we estimated

β across the synaptic population under

study. To achieve this we concurrently measured the relative drop of SRC1 fluorescence
in individual synaptic boutons in response to a control burst of 60 APs at 30 Hz (

∆FM (60 APs ) ) and to a test burst consisting of a variable number of APs at 30 Hz (

∆FM ( N APs ) ) (Figure S3). The interval between the two bursts was set at 5.0 - 7.5
min, which has previously been shown to be sufficient for complete equilibration of FM
dye labeled vesicles between RRP and TRP [4]. We confirmed that delivering the control
burst twice with this interval produced identical fluorescence drops (24.0 ± 0.6 % at the
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first application and 24.4 ± 0.6 % at the second application, n = 246 boutons). We then
alternated the order of the test and control bursts in different experiments and plotted
the ratio ∆FM ( N APs ) / ∆FM (60 APs ) against the number of APs in the test burst
(Figure S3 C). In agreement with previous reports [3,13] we observed no significant
depression in the rate of SRC1 fluorescence loss even after 3 seconds of 30 Hz
stimulation, arguing that the rate of RRP refilling during 30 Hz stimulation is comparable
to the rate of vesicular release. The ratio ∆FM ( N APs ) / ∆FM (60 APs ) does not depend
on the absolute vesicular pool size:

∆FM ( N APs ) α (α + β )t N APs + β (1 − exp(−(α + β )t N APs )
=
∆FM (60 APs ) α (α + β )t60 APs + β (1 − exp(−(α + β )t60 APs ))

(2.5).

Therefore fitting the data (Figure S3 C) using Equation 2.5 allowed us to estimate the
average RRP refilling rate ( α = 1.74 s-1) and the average vesicular release rate (

β =

3.36 s-1).
By substituting these values into Equation 2.3, and by taking into account that 2 sec 30
Hz stimulation on average lead to ~ 24% relative fluorescence loss, we obtained an
estimate of the correction factor

ϕ (α , β , t60 APs )

for the 60 AP 30 Hz train (~ 2.74) and

then calculated the true average ratio RRP / TRP ~ 0.088. Importantly, this estimate
agrees very well with a recent report where the RRP / TRP ratio was estimated in the
same preparation by using an alternative method based on rapid imaging of pH sensitive
exocytosis indicator vGlut-1-pHluorin: RRP / TRP ~ 0.06 – 0.07) [13].
By setting

ϕ (α , β , t N

AP

) = 1 we also estimated that, in our experimental conditions, the

RRP should be depleted by approximately 15 APs at 30 Hz. Importantly, however, the
relative SRC1 fluorescence loss at each bouton is proportional to the RRP / TRP ratio
(Equation 2.3), and therefore one can use any arbitrary number of APs in a 30 Hz train
to compare relative RRP sizes among individual synapses. In order to increase the signal
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to noise ratio (especially for boutons with low RRP / TRP values) we decided to use a 60
AP train, and then estimate the true RRP / TRP value as: ∆FM (60 APs ) / 2.74.
Comparison of RRP / TRP ratios measured in individual boutons may be affected by
errors arising from possible inter-synaptic variations in the RRP refilling rate
vesicular release rate

α

and the

β . However, measurements of the relative RRP size with a 30 Hz

train of 60 APs should be relatively insensitive to such variation of parameters

α

and

β . Indeed, using Equation 2.3, we estimate that a two-fold variation of either of these
two parameters will lead only to 25 - 35 % change of the apparent RRP / TRP ratio.
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